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About This Content

The Final Frontier DLC pack contains an all new map, the Vulcanus Arena, both for the Versus and Challenge game modes.
Also included is an entirely new robe and gear. The Vulcanus Arena is the perfect spot to fight to prove your honor. Wizards
who dual each other on this arena and live, often do so for a long time and have a tendency to also do it quite prosperously.

New map for the Versus game mode
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New map for the Challenge game mode
Map includes fantastic quality props
New sci fi robe
Type 2 Plastic Prop permanently set to stun and the deadly Duel Staff
Increased nerd factor
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Easy to use, good debugging options and nice UI, direct Python Reference, good project managment. Everything that you can
wish your python IDE has to have! :). I recommend this game only because I used to play it before it was on steam, and it used
to be a lot worse. The devs have come a long way since then. Although improvement is slow, and the game needs polishing
(animations and such) it is fun, it's even more fun if more people play it. Back in before steam when people played it, there was
a really good community, where one side was the guys protecting and guiding newbies, playing artifact hunter, and
weapons\/gear hunters, another was bandits, just destroying newbies and stealing loot.

What makes this fun is that you can hear about the bandits (players that loot you as you return from an artifact run) from other
players, and then go hunt them down with other members of the community, or just play a bit of bandit yourself. On top of that,
clan wars can get pretty good too. This game is meant as an open PvP game and that's where it shines.. A mighty attempt at
keeping the series fresh, suffering from a lack of pc optimisation and testing. The 360 pad support is there, but everything else
looks like it needs more work done with it. In a game about puzzles fused with speedrunning you're thinking 4 player would be
an amazing idea! But then you remember it's incredibly easy to troll each other, which will happen 100 times more often than
the military like precision needed to make full use of co-op speedrunning. There's a vs mode I haven't tested, but I imagine it
has a lot to do with the aformentioned trolling.

Only get this if you REALLY love the series, love the character, have local friends who are more likely to work together than
troll and\/or it's on sale. Do you like meticulously building up a ship over the course of 20 minutes just to have it blown
to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665not 10 seconds later? Love the same old guns and boring enemies over and over?
Enjoy not being able to develop your character before you have to completely start over?

This is the game for you.. the pricing is BONKERS for internet spaceships but. the pack is great!. The greenbox has too
complicated of puzzles and the normal is just a bad game... The game has a lot of passion and promise. The concept of using
animals as people, and the main characters, allows some good punchlines to bash over the characters with. I wish the game has a
few more game mechanics and I hope the game's story gets longer in Ep.2. But, I really enjoyed the game in regards for what it
is. There a good amounts of jokes in this game that are puns. That I found it punny for myself, especially near the end of the
game. If the creators keep making jokes\/skits like those, the game could even been more hilarious. Well at least for me that is.

If this game has more developed jokes\/skits and put more consequences of your choices that will effect your main protagonist,
or other animal characters that plays a huge role in the story, it could offer more to the players.

Hope that the developers and publishers release Ep.2 soon, I cannot wait. If you aren't sure about this game, you should check it
out some youtubers playing this. What got me interested in this game was watching some game-play from a youtube channel
called Yippee Ki Yay Mr Falcon, that's what lead me to know more about the game.

Developers keep up the good work. This game deserves more attention for what its worth in the indie game community.. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=qvHFJ9wzPJE&feature=youtu.be

It's like Ubermosh or Overture, but in bullet hell form. This doesn't mean it's bad, though it does seem like a possible Unity
asset flip (I don't know personally if it is or not). It's got plenty of pretty colors as well, three different classes categorized by
their special attacks, and a score that is catchy at times, but also can be barren or non-existent. Hopefully the audio is just due to
being early access 1.1.

I have no idea if some of the things I think are glitches are meant to be there though. There's no options menu or anything that
explains the controls over than a quick explanation on WASD and how the mouse works in the game. I hit O and P at times, and
random things happened, as if I were using special items, not to mention sometimes hitting Z or T and teleporting to the next
level.

It has potential, and I'm anxious to see further builds. I don't regret the purchase and suggest it while it's on sale if this is your
kind of thing.
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Really fun and relaxing to play. Despite the cutesy graphics, there are a lot of systems to sink your teeth into. Explore planets
with a little expedition crew and try to upgrade your colony at the same time. Fun stuff!. i like the game but i hink there are
some problems with it firsty despite me chooseing to be male it kept giving options to sleep with men and while i didnt choose
these options i was dating a guy in one of the chapters and whenthe game ended i felt like the story wasn done at all beccause it
ended at essentially the peak of my career and while i liked the game i wouldnt reccomend it becuase it feels unfinished. One of
the few games I own on more than 1 platform. I bought it on day one when console version came out last year and I finished a
playthrough in local coop with my friend. We did it on tactician mode with lone wolf perk using only 2 party members whole
game. It was as much difficult to do on first blind playthrough as it was satisfying and fun.

I have spent almost 150h total with Divinity Original Sin 2 at this point and eventually it will be much more. It\u2019s a
marvelous masterpiece and RPG genre milestone. Give it a chance if you\u2019re into turn-based combat, fantasy and
intriguing characters.. Sleep Attack is a cute tower defense 'lite' with a twist... literally! If the game's core mechanic catches your
fancy, you will definitely be addicted. At any rate, it's a decent entry into the genre that hits most of the basic marks. Sound,
animation, and general atmosphere are all strengths. Also, this is one of the few mobile\/PC crossover games on Steam that is
worth playing. Pleasant surprises all around!

I can't believe I got this game for only $0.21 as part of a bundle. What a steal! Definitely worth trying if you can find it on sale..
This game is like playing Legend of Zelda using Binding of Isaac battle mechanics where you play Ganondorf instead of Link...
and it is glorious.

If you play in Normal difficulty, it is not very difficult to finish the game, completing it however, it a different thing altogether,
since your actions in the world will define if you can 100% it or not. Beware competionists, read the trophy list carefully.. "Just
one more monster!" Mystic Towers, ah what a masterpiece. I used to play this game so much as a kid, and you know, there
weren't many games at the time that I could say that about. This one draws you in all easy; the first tower is a push-over. Then
comes the second tower; you need to do a little thinking in this one. By the third tower, you are at wits end; never knowing
which corner a monster will be, never sure of where the next bit of food might be laying in order to save the rest of your
starving, dragged out, now poisoned body. This game is worth the price tag, and if you have the reflexes and brains to get to the
last tower, I will personally mail you a delicious loaf of stale, pixelated tower bread. Stay retro my friends.
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